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SEMSA Calendar
2018 dates
October 26-27: Gasshuku at Eagle Bluff
November 9, 4pm-6pm: group lessons at Zumbro
November 10, 2pm: Honors Recital at CC
December 14, 4pm-6pm: group lessons at Zumbro
December 14, 7pm: Young Musicians Recital at UCC

(registration deadline December 7)

2019 dates
January 25, 4pm-6pm: group lessons at Zumbro
January 25, 7pm: Honors Recital at Zumbro
February 1, 7pm: Young Musicians Recital at UCC

(registration deadline January 25)
February 15, 4pm-6pm: group lessons at Zumbro
March 9: SAM Piano graduation
March 10, 2pm: Honors Recital at CC
March 15, 4pm-6pm: group lessons at Zumbro
March 16: SAM String graduation
March 22, 7pm: Young Musicians Recital at UCC

(registration deadline March 15)
April 26, 4pm-6pm: group lessons at Zumbro
May 4, 2pm: SEMSA Ensemble Recital at UUC
May 17, 4pm-6pm: group lessons at Zumbro

     Zumbro is: Zumbro Lutheran Church
624 3rd Ave SW in Rochester

     UUC is: Unitarian Universalist Church
1727 Walden Lane SW in Rochester

     CC is:  Congregational Church
974 Skyline Drive in Rochester

     SAM is: Suzuki Association of Minnesota

 Gasshuku 2018
The Southeastern Minnesota Suzuki Association will 
sponsor its biennial music workshop, Gasshuku at Eagle 
Bluff, on Friday, October 26 and Saturday, October 27, 
2018 at the Eagle Bluff Environmental Learning Center 
near Lanesboro, Minnesota. This event will feature 
outstanding music clinicians for the youngest “twinklers” 
through the advanced high school students. The Japanese 
word Gasshuku describes a retreat into nature for the 
purpose of focused study. Eagle Bluff is located 40 miles 
south of Rochester, MN, in rural southeastern Minnesota, 
along the Root River. This facility provides a variety of 
nature education classes in a beautiful setting with 
modern accommodations. Eagle Bluff was chosen for this 
workshop because of the natural setting, which 
contributes to in-depth music learning and strengthens 
long-term memory in the truest sense of the term 
Gasshuku. Middle and high school students, ages 12 or 
older, are eligible to participate in the overnight program. 
Friday activities include an afternoon Eagle Bluff 
Adventure Class, music class sessions, dinner, and a 
bonfire. Saturday, all students will participate in a variety 
of classes, to include: instrument sessions, stretch class, 
music history, chamber ensemble, drumming, rhythm, 
“Twinkle” class, and nature study. 

2018 Theme: ‘Reimagine, Review, Revitalize!’
The theme for this music workshop will center on the 
concept of obtaining excellence through the habits of 
effective review. Students and parents will be presented 
with ideas and encouragement for creating an effective 
review routine. The theme will be threaded throughout 
the class sessions. The music clinicians will challenge the 
students with a variety of ideas and techniques that the 
students can use to develop their music skills and their 
understanding of creating music. Eagle Bluff Nature 
Classes Students will participate in nature classes taught 
by the professional educators and skilled naturalists of the
Eagle Bluff Environmental Learning Center.

A complete information package including registration 
form is being sent along with this newsletter.
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Words from the SEMSA Board President
Welcome back to another year of Suzuki music!  This
year, in addition to group lessons, Honors recitals, 
and ensemble recitals, we will have a Gasshuku 
event with the theme of Reimagine, Review, 
Revitalize.  This is a wonderful opportunity for all 
SEMSA students to benefit from working with 
master clinicians and solidify friendships with their 
music making friends.  Please sign up soon as the 
date is approaching (October 26/27).

Group lessons are the core of the SEMSA 
organization and an important part of the Suzuki 
philosophy. Your membership gives you access to 
this valuable resource and opportunities to connect 
with other parents in the Suzuki community in 
Rochester.  This once a month Friday gathering is a 
highlight for many families who appreciate the 
opportunity for their children build confidence, learn
theory and form friendships with other children who
play an instrument.  Parents have the opportunity to
meet other SEMSA parents and share practice tips 
and suggestions.  Please make sure it is on your 
family's calendar and make it a priority to attend 
each month for your child's musical development. If 
you are new to group lessons, spend a moment with 
another parent in your studio or with your child's 
teacher and learn more about the benefits of group 
lessons for your child. In order for our children to 
gain the most from these special group lessons, 
please consider the following points:

· Plan to feed your child a snack in the car 
on the way to group lessons.  Your child will 
be better able to concentrate after a snack.  
Easy ideas are a granola bar, juice, a piece of 
fruit or a peanut butter and jelly sandwich.
· Plan to arrive on time.  Arrive shortly 
before 4 pm.  This will allow you and your 
child to find the classroom, visit the 
restroom, and get the instrument ready to 
play.  Your child’s group lesson teacher takes
time before the class to prepare an hour of 
instruction for the class. Late arrivals create 
a disruption for the instructor and other 
students.  All students will benefit by 
avoiding late arrivals.

· Provide assistance setting up or taking 
down the room used according to the 
instructions of the group teacher assigned 
to the room.  Many hands make light work 
and the task is quickly accomplished.
· Instruct your children to show respect of 
the church we are allowed to use.  We are 
fortunate to be allowed to rent space from 
Zumbro Lutheran Church for our group 
lessons.  We can return the courtesy by 
respectful use of the building spaces used.

The SEMSA Newsletter is published quarterly and is 
a great resource for keeping up-to-date with SEMSA 
activities as well as community opportunities that 
are of interest to SEMSA families. Monthly SEMSA 
eNotes are sent out prior to each Friday group 
lesson with reminders and other timely information.
 
The parents and teachers serving on the SEMSA 
Board of Directors volunteer their time to provide an
organization that is a resource to all the SEMSA 
families and teachers.  Please consider how you 
could get involved and help with the SEMSA Board.  
Due to lack of volunteers to help keep this 
organization running smoothly the Board has hired 2
part-time administrative assistants (and increased 
your dues to help defray the cost).  You’ll recognize 
these helpers as former Suzuki parents:  Judy Hickey 
and Lynela Becker.  It is my hope that the need for 
their assistance will be short-lived and we will see 
current Suzuki parents step in to help support this 
wonderful organization as volunteers.  This group 
relies heavily on volunteer support and we can’t do 
it without YOU!  The commitment is small but the 
benefits are large.
 
Your comments and suggestions are always 
welcome. Please feel free to email me 
at jesterdoc@yahoo.com or call me at 269-0253. I 
look forward to meeting you at future group lessons.

Sherry Jester, SEMSA President 2018-2019
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Studio Updates
Ángel Falú-García Strings Studio

WOW! Another year has passed and it’s been great! So many great things to look forward to, and many many 
other to accomplish! 

Not long ago, I started teaching this cute group of little kids.  Now most of them are pre-teens and teenagers! 
What happened?!!! Time flies for sure! 

Summer went by really fast but it was really fun. Summer Institutes were a fun time. I attended both Oregon 
Suzuki Institute and American Suzuki Institute at UWSP for training, and some families followed me to both! We 
have studio T-shirts!!! Hopefully more families get to join us next year.  

     

Things at AFalú Strings Studio are moving along fine. 
We are looking forward to Gasshuku 2018 and our first recital 
of the year in November. 

Also, a special shoutout to Andy, Ben, Oliver 
and Katherine whom worked really hard,
practices, audition and got into SEMYO this
summer! I am beyond proud!

Happy Music Making!!!
AFalú Strings Studio
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Kathleen Lamb Violin & Viola Studio
KML Violin & Viola Studio (Kathleen Lamb) recently remodeled their studio and waiting room.  

DeAnn Spencer & Caitlin Smith Violin Studio

DeAnn Spencer and Caitlin Smith are team teaching this year.  We each have our own students but will combine 
for recitals and group lessons.  Go team DeAnn!  Go team Caitlin!  Our first joint recital will be held on November 
16 at 6:30 pm at Calvary Episcopal Church.  Students are working together in small groups to perfect their pieces.

Caitlin started playing Suzuki violin as a rambunctious four-year-old in
the studio of DeAnn Spencer. Now Caitlin holds a Master of Music from
the Royal Academy of Music in London and a Bachelor of Music in violin
performance from Brigham Young University. Caitlin has eleven years
experience teaching violin to players of many ages and levels, from
absolute beginner four-year-olds to twenty-something non-music-
majors to retired empty nesters. Caitlin has played violin under maestros
Robin Ticciati, Yan Pascal Tortelier, Semyon Bychkov, and Christopher
Warren-Green at the Royal Academy of Music and at the Royal Festival
Hall. While at BYU, Caitlin served as associate concertmaster of the
Symphony Orchestra and as a first violinist in the Philharmonic
Orchestra. As part of the BYU Chamber Orchestra, Caitlin toured and
performed in the United States, Europe, and Asia, including prestigious
venues such as Budapest's Liszt Academy and Beijing’s Poly Theater.
Caitlin won the 2014 Utah Music Teachers Association Concerto
Competition with the Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto. Caitlin has presented
her research on the Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto at several musicological
conferences worldwide and has been published in journals. She recently
enjoyed being on faculty at the Scotia Suzuki School of Music in Halifax.
Caitlin currently has a private violin studio in Rochester (team teaching
with DeAnn) and is also on faculty at the St. Paul Conservatory of Music
and St. Joseph's School of Music. She also loves playing basketball and
Bananagrams (but not at the same time). 
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DeAnn Spencer & Caitlin Smith Violin Studio (continued)

Elaina Robertson is the fiddler in the musical 'Radio Gals' at the Civic Theater, through the Absolute Theatre 
group. She is having tons of fun playing in the band, and jumping in for a few of the dances. Shows are Oct. 11-
13th, and Oct. 18-21st.   

DeAnn was recently honored by SEMYO as a recipient of their Bravura Award for inspiring student excellence 
through music education.  Congratulations also from SEMSA!  A separate attachment for this press release is 
being sent along with this newsletter.

Students of DeAnn Spencer played a morning of fiddle music at the Farmer's Market on August 4.  
They loved playing and the shoppers loved listening to them!    
The fiddlers earned money in tips and loved the cool vibes of fiddling at a market! 

Front row:  Fiona Robertson, Ayano 
Ebihara, Thomas Robertson, Evan 
Schuman, Grant Schuman

Back row: Richard Xiong, Ethan 
Warrington, Hans Wu, Ava Robertson

Band:  Roger Nelson (Guitar), Joe Bly 
(Mandolin)

A violin quartet played Chinese Folk Songs at the Farmer's Market 
on August 25.
The Market was celebrating Asian/Pacific Island Cultures Day and 
the quartet fit right in!

<--- Olivia Haddock, Hans Wu, Ethan Warrington, Evan Schuman

Christopher Alexander Piano Studio

Christopher Alexander, formerly from Rochester, is a B.A graduate of St Olaf College, and Suzuki trained piano 
teacher. He enjoys collaborative piano pursuits including playing for churches, weddings, soloists, and the 
Rochester Male Chorus. He is excited to be teaching music theory in SEMSA group lessons this upcoming year with
an emphasis on rhythm! 
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Summer Suzuki Institute Experiences
SEMSA teacher Ángel Falú-García asked a couple of moms in his studio to write a few words about their 
experience attending summer Suzuki Institutes. The first is talking from an experienced point of view as she and 
her son attended both ASI (last year) and OSI (in June).  The latter is talking from the "I am new to it all" 
experience.

Mom #1:  American Suzuki Institute (ASI) and Oregon Suzuki Institute (OSI): A mother’s view!

I am a Suzuki parent.  I am a good Suzuki parent.  I am a great Suzuki parent!  

We were on the way home from my son’s first viola lesson for the 2018/19 school year and he made a great 
comment.  Andy, my 6th year viola student, says to me, “I wish other kids knew about OSI (Oregon Suzuki 
Institute).  I can’t wait to go back next year!”   “Wow!”, was what I thought, “One week of camp can re-energize 
the spirit and desire to practice and get better”.  

In 2017 we went to American Suzuki Institute (ASI).  Just this last summer, in 2018, we went to OSI.  Our Suzuki 
teacher, Angel Falu-Garcia, thought it would be a great idea for me to compare and contrast the two Institutes. 
They both have their own pros and cons, and both were fabulous experiences.  Sometimes, I do have to remind 
myself that I am a great Suzuki parent.  I can’t believe we have been doing this for 6 years.  Sticking with this year 
after year has been invaluable for him and me!  It has taught me the value of hard work and practice!  I would like 
to share with you my observations about the two institutes.

Again, going to “Institute” has been great for Andy and his desire to practice/play viola.  He came back from the 
first institute (ASI, 2017) with a hunger to play and learn.  He came back from the second one with the same 
hunger for learning but also a desire to return to that Institute (OSI, 2018).  For those of you who have never gone
to an “Institute”, basically, it is an intensive week (or 5 day long) lesson!  Most institutes have 
violists/violins/cellists/pianists and even harps!  Believe it or not, it really is quite enjoyable.  It is attended by both
you and your student(s)!   Sometimes one parent attends; sometime both parents and sometimes a parent and a 
grandparent.  There are several classes that you have everyday throughout the week.  

First, you have a master class taught by an expert teacher where you have about 4 students and get “one-on-one”
attention for a quarter of the lesson.  The other three fourths of the time you listen and learn from the other 
students who are usually on similar level.  Second, you also have a group class where all of the students who are 
in books 1-4 get together and review techniques and play together.   At ASI they also had a repertoire class where 
you just reviewed the repertoire also in a group setting with kids at similar levels.  At OSI they had an elective 
class.  Andy got into a fiddling class that was really for violins because he didn’t enjoy the Origami class. 
Interestingly, he would tell you that the fiddle class was the most fun because he had to try to figure it out and 
play with the violins!  Outside of these classes, ASI has drop in sessions that are just fun playing.  However, I 
looked at their website and now it looks like they too are offering a variety of elective classes that look really fun! 
OSI didn’t have drop in classes, but did have various electives and Andy enjoyed a different art class.  They both 
had recitals where students would play polished pieces.  Both institutes culminate in a concert at the end of the 
week to celebrate together. Both institutes had truly outstanding and committed teachers!  They both also have a
“fun night” or talent show of either student and/or teacher led skits.  I’ll speak more to that in the pros and cons 
that follow.  They both offer classes for the parents!  Lastly, you get to sleep in a dorm with a child; I will not put 
that in a pro or con….you all can decide that one on your own!

Here are the pros for ASI, aside from being the longest running institute, it probably draws more students from 
various states (and countries) that just local in-state players.  The advantages for me were that a lot of the 
students were from our own studio were able to attend as it is just a “drive away”.  For those of you who don’t 
know, it is located in Stevens Point, Wisconsin which is about a 3 ½ to 4 hour drive from Rochester, MN.   It 
enables you to get to know other families in your studio and Rochester! My son really loved the biking and 
scootering to and from the lessons he had as the University of Wisconsin Stevens Point Campus is larger than the 
OSI campus.  The three lessons as noted in the previous paragraph were great!  Lots of instrument playing time!  
SEMSA News Page 6
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The student “fun night” talent show was really fun for all!  It is affiliated with the Aber Suzuki Center which is one 
of few Suzuki programs affiliated with a university and offers classes to students in central Wisconsin as well as 
degrees for training for our teachers.  I really enjoyed the museum and library that they had on campus.  

The downsides for ASI were that students were “picked” for recital.  It wasn’t really transparent to me how they 
were picked.  Of course, they were all great students!  The only other thing that made me a little anxious was 
crossing the streets at the campus.  The streets weren’t too busy, but you certainly always had to be supervising 
your child when going from class to class or class to cafeteria.  The cafeteria was larger and busy, but the hours 
were very flexible (which is a pro!).  

The following are the pros for OSI.  OSI is run out of George Fox University in Newberg, OR which is about 45 
minutes outside of Portland, OR. It is a beautiful, small campus.  All of the attendees were VERY friendly.  It really 
felt like you were joining a nice family reunion.  Many of them knew each other and were from either Washington 
State or Oregon.  I met one family from Texas.  The farthest family was from a Southeast Asian country!  As a new 
person to the camp, I was more than invited to participate and never felt excluded.  By the end of the week we 
were all hugging each other good bye (I am not that huggy!)  After the first evening at camp, Andy was telling me 
that I could eat on my own because he wanted to eat with “his friends”!  I enjoyed eating with various other 
families, adults and teachers.  Again, all were very welcoming.  The food at OSI was really good.  There was less 
selection, but it really was “home made” and several options at each meal.  They always had milk, soda, salads, 
fruit and other selections for picky eaters.  Now, the best part, for Andy, was the soccer games after practices and 
before meals and after the evening activities!  They were open to everyone and some kids played other games.  I 
played Uno one night while Andy played soccer.  The best part for me, was that it was a much smaller campus. We
did not have to cross any major roads to go from our dorm to the lessons or to the cafeteria.  I felt very secure 
telling Andy where to meet me after his elective classes (once he knew where he was going, keep in mind that he 
is 12 years old!).  Of course, I attended all of his viola lessons. The students submit a video if they would like an 
opportunity to be in a recital.  Andy was picked for a recital which was a great experience for him!   Students get 
to practice their piece with the pianist. They also have an Honors recital in the evening which are for the really 
elite students.  They also have an Advanced Chamber Music Program that Andy did not participate in this year, 
but hopes that he can next year if we attend.  Finally, this was Andy’s first experience with orchestra! I had about 
2 hours to myself during the day where I was able to exercise (tennis courts and beautiful areas to walk).

Now the downsides of OSI.  Sadly, it is a flight away since it the campus is in a suburb of Portland.  However, we 
made the best of it and visited Portland before the camp started.  The Pacific Northwest is beautiful!  So, it may 
be more expensive given the flights.   I used my frequent flier miles!  The meal times are stricter and you all eat 
together.  However, everyone is pretty much starting their days at the same times and going to their various 
classes.  I liked their “fun night”, but it was teacher led.  To be honest, I enjoyed the ASI “fun night”/talent show a 
little bit more.  Lastly, I bet it would be difficult to get several folks from our studio to join us in Oregon!  I am 
going to try to convince some of you!

I would highly recommend that you consider an Institute for your child.  I think I spelled out the pros and cons of 
both.  I am sure I missed some, so I have included their websites.  I think they were really great experiences for 
Andy and for me! 

http://www.oregonsuzukiinstitute.org/index.html
https://www.uwsp.edu/suzuki/Pages/asi/default.aspx

Whether you take your student to Institute or not, I firmly believe the following:

We are Suzuki parents.  We are good Suzuki parents.  We are great Suzuki parents!!!

Yolanda Garces
Suzuki Mom
AFalú Strings Studio
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Mom #2:  Summer Suzuki Institutes will be a new Family tradition! 

As members of SEMSA, we are so fortunate to be part of a vibrant and active Suzuki community of teachers, 
parents, and students.  We have access to many wonderful musical opportunities right here in our students’ 
studios, SEMSA group lessons, Gasshuku workshop, recitals, community concerts, chamber ensembles, and youth 
orchestras.  Participating in these activities creates a musical environment that nurtures a love of music, builds 
community, maintains motivation, and fosters musical and personal growth.  Last year at our studio’s parent 
night, I learned about one more musical opportunity available to our budding violinist…summer Suzuki institutes.  

In planning our son’s summer activities, I wanted to include a violin camp to continue the momentum 
attained during the academic year.  I began researching the Suzuki institutes to see if one might be a good fit for 
our family with such a novice musician.  I learned that summer Suzuki institutes are camps that provide an 
intensive musical experience for families with children who currently study an instrument through the Suzuki 
Method.   I also found out that there are more than sixty Suzuki institutes held in North America each year and 
many accept students as young as “pre-twinklers.”  With the guidance of our studio teacher, we registered for the
American Suzuki Institute (ASI) held on the campus of the University of Wisconsin Stevens Point.  Founded in 
1971, ASI is the longest-running institute outside of Japan.  It is also the closest to home!

What can you expect if you decide to go to ASI?  For one intense week, my son and I were immersed in a 
music-rich environment that was inspiring and challenging.  I was pleasantly surprised by the well-coordinated 
schedules for students of all ages.  Having a “pre-twinkler,” our daily schedule included two one-hour master 
classes, a music and movement class, and a parent (home teacher) lecture.  This added up to fifteen hours of 
instruction for my son over the course of the week.  Students in Books 3 and higher had schedules that included a 
master class, repertoire class, technique class, theory class, ensembles, and electives.  These more advanced 
students had 20+ hours of instruction throughout the week.  In addition to these daily educational components, 
we were also engaged through play-ins, faculty concerts, student recitals, social events, outings, and a talent show
throughout the week.  For families with younger children, ASI offers a Suzuki Early Childhood Education Parent & 
Sibling Class (0-4 year olds).  On-campus child care is available through the University Child Learning & Care Center
for siblings 6 weeks to 12 years old.  ASI is truly a family-oriented program.

UW-Stevens Point is a pleasant escape for a week immersed in Suzuki learning.  Accommodations range 
from on-campus housing, with its communal bathrooms and kitchens, to area hotels within walking distance or a 
short drive.  The University Dining Hall serves three hot meals a day and serves as a place to relax and connect 
with teachers, parents and students.  If the usual cafeteria fare does not excite you, local restaurants, cafes, and 
ice cream shops offer variety.  During the brief moments of free time, families can explore the area by enjoying its
Green Circle Trail, Schmeekle Reserve, Sculpture Garden, Lake Joanis, Wisconsin River, downtown children’s 
museum, parks, swimming pools, and tennis courts.  On campus there is also a planetarium and natural history 
museum.  

Summer Suzuki institutes will be a new family tradition.  ASI was a wonderful opportunity to learn, grow, 
and connect through the Suzuki Method for both parent and child.  We look forward to returning to ASI next year.
As our children grow, we hope to take advantage of the various institutes located across North America.  

Sonya Demirci 
Suzuki Mom
AFalú Strings Studio
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